Kettlebell Training Exercises

B

allistic kettlebell exercises involve full
body explosive movements that will
translate into huge improvements in
your jiu-jitsu skills. If you’re looking to gain
more explosive takedowns, these three
kettlebell exercises will help give you the
grip and arm strength to grab and hold your
opponent, the core and hip strength to pull
and push them where you want them to go,
and the full body control and timing to make it
all happen seamlessly.
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o, you want to know how to enhance your fitness
levels to improve your jiu-jitsu game? You want
to know which muscles you need to develop your
driving, sweeping, positioning, gripping, pushing, and
pulling? I hate to say, it’s ALL OF THEM. More than
that, you need more than full body strength, including
grip, arm, shoulder, neck, core, and leg strength, you need full
body conditioning (including muscle stamina) and proper mobility to
balance that muscular development and help you avoid injury.
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efficient, meaning that you get the most
“bang for your buck” in your dedicated
General Physical Preparation time.
For the purposes of this article, I’m
going to cover three UTM’s that
have the ability to enhance your
strength, power,
conditioning,
agility, and
mobility, all in
a single workout: Kettlebell Training,
Sandbag Training, and Macebell
Training (utilizing a sledgehammer).
The chart below illustrates the purpose
of each method and the benefits of
each for this workout:

Training Method

Exercise Technique

Benefits

Kettlebell Training

Double Ballistic Exercises

Core/Grip Strength
Conditioning
Hip/Core Power/Explosiveness

Sandbag Training

Explosive Heavy Exercises
Controlled Heavy Exercises

Full-Body Strength
Full-Body Power

Macebell Training

Upper Body Swing Exercises
Ballistic Arm Exercises
Controlled Core Exercises

Grip/Core/Forearm Strength
Shoulder/Core Mobility
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he Double Kettlebell Swing is
a staple of strength, power,
and conditioning. It involves
a coordinated explosive movement
of the entire body, allowing you to
work your hamstrings, hips, core,
back, forearms, and grip, all at the
same time. The workout involves a
set of only ten repetitions, meaning
that in this version of the Double
Kettlebell Swing, you should be
using relatively heavy kettlebells
(ranging from 16kg to 32kg
depending on your strength levels
and kettlebell training experience).
Here are the steps:

Starting with your feet
slightly wider than shoulder width apart, and
the kettlebells about one foot in front of you,
grab the kettlebells and tilt them back slightly.

Keeping your back straight and bending
at the hips, hike both kettlebells behind you (just as you would
with a football). Twist the kettlebells inwards so that your
thumbs are pointing behind you. Your legs should be relatively
straight with a slight bend in the knees.

Ideally, the thrust of your
hips should drive the kettlebells to chest level,
although, if your hip thrusting motion is not
powerful enough, they may not reach this height.
Do not attempt to make up the difference by
using your shoulders. At the top of the rep, keep
your glutes and core tight, this will enhance the
core strengthening aspect of the exercise while
also protecting your back. Keep your shoulders
back and tucked into their sockets. Also, keep a
firm hold of the kettlebells throughout the rep.

As the kettlebells begin
their descent from the hike behind you, thrust
your hips forward, letting your shoulders
act as a hinge as the kettlebells swing
forward. Your arms should remain locked out
throughout this process.

Allow the kettlebells to drop.
Do not let the kettlebells yank your arms as they
fall by keeping your back straight and shoulders
tucked. Hold the handles tight and swing the
kettlebells behind you with your thumbs pointing
back and perform another rep.
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hat sounds like a
daunting task, and it
would be if you were
using standard gym and
bodybuilding methods (i.e.
weight lifting machines,
isolation exercises, and
hours of joint-pounding
cardio like running). Fortunately,
there’s a growing shift towards
Unconventional Training Methods
(UTM’s). UTM’s focus on full-body,
functional training using a variety of
alternative training equipment like
Kettlebells, Sandbags, Indian Clubs,
Clubbells, Sledgehammers, Macebells,
and more. They are meant to be highly

Double
Kettlebell Swing
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Double
Kettlebell
High Pull

Sandbag
Shouldering

Perform the exact same steps as the Double
Kettlebell Swing.

S

andbag Shouldering
involves a full body,
powerful movement
that involves the coordination
of your lower body, hips,
core, back, arms, and grip.
If you’re looking to lift or
move an opponent with
more power and control,
Sandbag Shouldering will
give you the strength to do
so. When incorporated into a
conditioning workout set, it will
also allow you to practice that
strength throughout an entire
match without tiring out.
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he Double
Kettlebell High
Pull is a fantastic
exercise that simulates the
movement of double leg
takedowns. Joey Alvarado,
creator of Combat
Kettlebell Systems and
former professional MMA
fighter, utilizes a variation
of the Double High Pull
when training his fighters,
specifically because of this
benefit. This version of the
High Pull will utilize heavy
kettlebells and a standard
foot position similar to the
Double Kettlebell Swing
versus Joey Alvarado’s
fighter stance High Pull.
The benefit of heavy
weight is that you get
additional strength and
power gains in less reps.

As the kettlebells swing forward and your arms reach a 45 degree angle from the ground, pull both
kettlebells back (as if cocking your arms back for a punch). Seek to bring your elbows level with your shoulders as you
straighten your entire body. Your arms and the kettlebells should end up parallel with the ground. Try to bend your elbows
to a 45 degree angle and seek to keep the kettlebells along the inside edges of your body (this will help you avoid hitting
your knees as they drop back down).

Sandbag
Get Up

As soon as the
kettlebells reach the
apex of the rep, shoot
them back out and lock
out your arms. This is
a nonstop movement
(if the kettlebells are
falling at the top of the
movement, you did not
perform it fast enough).
As soon as your arms
lock out, drop the
kettlebell between your
legs for another rep.
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Sandbag Training Exercises
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he Sandbag Get Up,
similar to the Turkish
Get Up (TGU) in
kettlebell training, involves
getting to your feet from a
laying position on your back.
In jiu-jitsu, having the strength
and stamina to move a heavy
weight (your opponent) while
on your back is vital, and the
Sandbag Get Up will condition
your body to do just that. In
addition to the strength, it
will build in your core and
lower body, and it will also
build muscle stamina through
the long, slow movements
required to perform each rep.

Explosively lift
the sandbag with your arms while
simultaneously thrusting your hips forward
and straightening your legs.

As soon as
the sand settles, lift the sandbag off
your shoulder and drop the sandbag
back onto the floor between your
legs. Make sure your back remains
straight by dropping your hips with
the sandbag. Perform another rep
onto the opposite shoulder.

Lay on your back and place a
heavy sandbag on one shoulder. Bend the knee of
the leg on the sandbag side (right shoulder = right
knee) and place your foot firmly on the ground.

Bend at the waist
and sit up, using your
opposite arm to help
you if necessary.

Straighten your body into a lunging position
and perform a lunge to stand up.

With your opposite
hand placed firmly
on the ground
behind you, elevate
your hips and pull
your leg behind
you, placing your
opposite knee on
the ground.

Reverse the
motion to get back onto the ground.
Switch shoulders and perform a rep
on the opposite side.
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iu-jitsu practitioners can reap huge benefits from heavy sandbag
training including strengthening your entire body, enhancing
your ability to control your opponent’s body in any position, and
improving your ability to move a body with power. The key to sandbag
training is the shifting nature of the sand; it never stays in one
position for long and it rarely balances itself when you’re moving it,
similar to your opponent’s body. This shifting nature requires you to
shift your body in turn to compensate, forcing you to work stabilizing
muscles that you never knew you had while also helping you practice
full body control and coordination. In addition, sandbag training involves
the use of grip and forearm strength throughout each movement. Grabbing a
sandbag is extremely similar to grabbing a handful of gi.
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Place the sandbag
on one shoulder
while keeping your
core and glutes tight
at the top of the rep.
The sandbag should
not smack your
upper back.

Start standing with your feet slightly wider
than shoulder width apart and a heavy sandbag perpendicular
to your body in between your legs. With your knees slightly
bent, bend at the hips with your back straight and grab handfuls
of the sandbag on each side.
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Maceball Training Exercises

M

acebells, also known as a Gadas, have been used by fighters in Persia and India (specifically Kushti Wrestlers) for thousands of
years. Macebell training has the ability to enhance grip and core strength, improve shoulder girdle mobility, and improve your balance
all at once using full body movements. This training implement is usually seen in the form of a long metal pole topped by a heavy
weight (usually an iron ball). While Macebells may be hard to find, sledgehammers aren’t, so you can still reap the benefits of this implement to
improve your jiu-jitsu game,
especially your grip and
arm strength for chokes,
holds, and joint locks.

Macebell 360

T

he 360 exercise involves swinging the Macebell (or
sledgehammer) behind your back from in front of you. Since
the weight is far from the position of your hands, holding and
controlling it becomes difficult, requiring both strength and mobility.
When performed in reps, you’ll also be working your grip and arm
stamina while also improving shoulder mobility and conditioning
your core.

Hold the handle of
the implement at the
opposite end of the
weight with both hands.
Let the implement hang
behind your back with
your elbows in towards
your ears.

Build momentum by
swinging the implement
from side to side.
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When sufficient momentum is built, begin to drop your elbows and flex your
abs as the implement reaches the top of the swing. Eventually, you should be able to pull the
implement over your shoulder without letting it touch your body.
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Once you have pulled the
implement over your shoulder, stabilize it in front
of you and stop it from moving. Reverse the
motion to swing it back behind you and over the
opposite shoulder.

Walking the Plank

W

alking the Plank is a much more
difficult version of the standard
core strengthening exercise
known as the Plank. The benefit for jiu-jitsu
practitioners is the ability to work your grip
and forearm strength at the same time as
your core. Just like any fighting groundwork,
the ability to work both of these segments
of your body simultaneously will give you an
edge. During each rep, you’ll be focusing on
your grip so much that you’ll forget about the
core work that is being performed.

With your body in a straight
position, core flexed, and tail bone
tucked, lean forward and grab a
hold of the implement with both
hands (you can use a Macebell,
sledgehammer, or hanging rope).

Walk your hands down
the implement, hand
over hand, about 4-6
inches at a time. You
can bend your elbows
slightly, but try to keep
the implement in front
of your head.

Once
you get to the bottom of the
implement, walk your hands
back up. Make sure to keep
your core flexed throughout
each rep.
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he workout is broken down into three
segments that can be used for a single
workout, or as a supplement in another workout.
Segment 1: Kettlebell Training
A1: Double Kettlebell Swing - 3 x 10
A2: Double High Pull - 3 x 10
Segment 2: Sandbag Training
A: Shouldering - 3 x 8-10 each side
B: Get Up - 3 x 3-5 each side
Segment 3: Macebell Training
A1: 10-to-2 - 3 x 20 each direction
A2: Walking the Plank - 3 x 10
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erforming one or all of the workout segments on a regular basis will
produce exponential gains in strength, power, agility, mobility, and
conditioning, especially when combined with proper progression techniques
(i.e. increasing weight, using harder exercise variations, etc). As always, if
you’re unsure whether your form is correct, consult a professional. If one
is not available, start with extremely light weights and progress from there.
Tutorials and videos for each exercise can be found in the MyMadMethods.
com Exercise Databases. Good luck with your training!
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ark de Grasse is the founder and
owner of the My Mad Methods
Magazine, a publication dedicated to
unconventional training methods like kettlebells,
sandbags, battle ropes, macebells and more.
Mark has a range of certifications from different conventional and
unconventional training organizations including the Association
for Tactical Strength and Conditioning Instructors, Combat KettleJitsu Instructor Organization, and the National College of Exercise
Professionals. In addition to the magazine, Mark is also the
webmaster of the MyMadMethods.com workout database and online
community featuring hundreds of workouts and over 7,000 members
all over the world.
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